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2[1, 2] on error detection. As an application, we supply an analysis of these probabilities for the most famous one qubit
codes, comparing well known [[9; 1; 3]], [[7; 1; 3]], and [[5; 1; 3]] codes. We examine these codes further, assuming the
independent error model with the probability of p for an error occurring on any one qubit. Interestingly, for some p,
the [[9; 1; 3]] code is more eective than the [[7; 1; 3]] code, and for other p it is not (see the plot in section (IIID).)
During the course of quantum error correction, an error syndrome is measured and the correction procedure con-
tinues dependent on this measurement. As a second application of probabilistic error correction, we analyze the
likelyhood that error correction will succeed given that a particular syndrome is measured. This likelyhood, which we
call the syndrome quality, may enhance the eectiveness of a quantum information process for which quantum error
correction plays a role. For example, it is conceivable that a quantum information process may benet from aborting
a subroutine if at some point a syndrome of especially low quality is measured.
II. STABILIZER CODES
In this section, we establish our notation. For an introduction to stabilizer codes, see [5, 6], or section 10.5 in [4].































Any linear operator on W can be written as a complex linear combination of elements of G
n
. Note that any two
elements of G
n
either commute or anticommute.
Suppose S is an abelian subgroup of G
n




; : : : g
r
are independent generators of S. It
follows that every element g 2 S satises g
2
= I and has eigenvalues 1: The subset C
S
 W dened by
C
S
= fj i 2 W so that gj i = j i for all g 2 Sg (3)
is a vector space of dimension 2
k
, where k = n  r. The space C
S
can be regarded as the image of a space of k qubits,
embedded as a code space of W . The space C
S





For j i 2 C
S
, one imagines that the state j i is transformed to Ej i by some linear operator E : W ! W




; : : : ; g
r
. Once the measurements













(E) = 0 if the measurement of g
i




(E) = 1 if the
measurement of g
i
projects the state Ej i onto the  1 eigenspace of g
i
.
a. Error syndrome for G
n
. The error syndrome is obtained after a sequence of measurement of Ej i and hence
is, in general, determined by the error E only probabilistically. However, if the error E = g 2 G
n
, then gj i is an
eigenvector of each g
i
, for any j i 2 C
S
, so the measurement outcomes are determined and do not disturb gj i. The
















Note that for any g; h 2 G
n
,
(gh) = (g) + (h): (6)
3In particular, if h 2 C(S), the centralizer of S, then (gh) = (g) since (h) = (0; 0; : : : ; 0). Therefore, the error
syndrome  is constant on the equivalence classes in G
n
dened modulo the normal subgroup C(S): Furthermore,






Each element of Q
S
is determined by a syndrome  2 F
r
2
and consists of the set
G

= fg 2 G
n
: (g) = g: (8)
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g 
f0; 1; : : : ; ng. Let W
fmg
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g; for some a
g
2 C : (10)
If the system is in the state Ej i for some j i 2 C
S




; : : : ; g
r
yields a syndrome  and projects
Ej i onto the state E

j i consisting of only those terms G
fmg














































c. Error correcting function. The outcome of the error detection is the syndrome. Recovery from an error is









. The two step detection/recovery procedure amounts to
Ej i 7! ()E

j i (14)
and is considered successful if ()E

j i = j i. We assume that an error correction function has been given. Tradi-
tionally, the error correction function is not considered part of the data of the code. The reason, in part at least, is that
the usual approach to quantum error correcting codes treats errors that are not correctible with one-hundred percent
probability as uncorrectible. The following restatement of theorem 10.8 from [4] summarizes the usual approach:



















2 C ; (15)





=2 C(S) n S for all j; k.
4Any such error correcting function will have the same values on the syndromes f(E
j
)g and serve equally well in
correcting the errors E that are correctable with probability one. However, in general, there is ambiguity in choosing









g, one must make some choices.
For a nondegenerate code, every nonzero syndrome corresponds exactly to an error that can be corrected with
probability one. In the nondegenerate [[5; 1; 3]] code, every syndrome corresponds to either an X;Y; or Z error on
one of the ve qubits, and the error correction function is completely determined by this correspondence. Certainly,
eectiveness of a degenerate code, such as Shor's [[9; 1; 3]] code, can be improvedwith a carefully chosen error correction
function.
In addition, one imagines that the choice of error function should depend on a particular model for errors and
should be chosen to maximize the probability of recovery, regardless of whether the code is degenerate or not. The
independent error model is a reasonable model to consider for a quantum computer. In this model, one assumes that
the qubits interact only with their local environment. Thus, one has a parameter p 2 [0; 1] representing the probability
that an error will occur on any particular qubit and one assumes that errors are uncorrelated.
C. Probabilistic error correction
For an [[n; k; d]] code, it is important to understand how likely it will correct errors on t qubits with 2t  d: For
example, both the [[5; 1; 3]] code and the [[7; 1; 3]] codes will correct an arbitrary one qubit error with probability 1.








Consider a general code with stabilizer S = hg
1









a state j i 2 C
S
at a given set fmg = fm
1
; : : : ;m
l










projects Ej i to E



















For randomly occurring E, the coeÆcients a
g
6= 0, so ()E





we arrive at the following




will be corrected successfully if and only if a measurement
of g
1
; : : : ; g
r
yields a syndrome  satisfying




One should consider the condition in this conclusion as a condition for both the set G
fmg





and the set fmg  f1; : : : ; ng. We give two applications:
1. We apply our conclusion to analyze the probabilities that an error will be corrected given that it aects t qubits
in specied locations. This amounts to holding fmg xed and counting the  that satisfy condition (17). Then,
we give the probability that an error aecting t qubits in unspecied locations will be corrected. This analysis
is important in order to understand how eective a stabilizer code really is, assuming an independent model of
quantum errors.
2. Then, in section IV, we apply the conclusion to introduce syndrome quality. We study the probabilities that
an error will be corrected given that a particular syndrome is measured, but an unknown number of qubits is
specied. This amounts to holding  xed and counting the fmg that satisfy condition (17). This syndrome
quality is important as it can be used to improve the implementation of a quantum code via classical subroutines
that abort after syndrome mesaurement when successful error recovery is particularly unlikely.
In order to determine the probability that a randomly occuring error E aecting a given set fmg = fm
1
; : : : ;m
l
g
of qubits will be corrected, we regard condition (17) as a condition on the elements of Q
fmg

and count to nd:




























5To study errors that aect t qubits in unspecied locations we introduce a function f
S
. For each integer t = 0; 1; : : : ; n,
we dene f
S






































where the sum is over all t element subsets fmg = fm
1
; : : : ;m
t
g of f1; : : : ; ng.
III. PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS OF THREE 1-QUBIT CODES





 I by XZZXI.
A. A [[5; 1; 3]] code































is uniquely dened (up to multiples of stabilizers) once it has been chosen
to correct all 0 and 1 qubit errors:
(0000) = IIIII (0001) = XIIII
(0010) = IIZII (0011) = IIIIX
(0100) = IIIIZ (0101) = IZIII
(0110) = IIIXI (0111) = IIIIY
(1000) = IXIII (1001) = IIIZI
(1010) = ZIIII (1011) = Y IIII
(1100) = IIXII (1101) = IY III
(1110) = IIY II (1111) = IIIY I:
(24)
It is straightforward to check that this code corrects all 0 and 1 qubit errors with probability 1, so the function f
S
5







(1) = 1: (25)
On any given 2 qubit space W
fj;kg
, IIIII is the only element that is in the G
fj;kg





if and only E

= (), where  is the error syndrome measured; that is, if after measurement E

aects at
most one qubit. Given E, the measurement (E) projects E onto E

which acts on each of the aected qubits as




(2) = 7=16: (26)
For any fmg with jfmgj > 2, condition (17) always fails, so no error on more than two qubits will be corrected.
d. Example. Here is a simple example. Consider the error E = cos()IZIII   i sin()Y ZIII. (This example is
quite articial. A randomly occurring error aecting qubits 1 and 2 would be a sum of sixteen nonzero terms, not
just two.) When the syndrome is measured, one obtains
(E) = (0101) with probability cos
2
() (27)
(E) = (1110) with probability sin
2
(): (28)
6If (E) = (0101), then E is projected to E
(0101)
= IZIII and (0101) = IZIII is applied to E
(0101)
j i = IZIIIj i,
yielding j i and correcting the error. If (E) = (1110), then E is projected to E
(1110)
= Y ZIII and (1110) = IIY II
is applied to E
(1110)
j i = Y ZIIIj i, erroneously yielding the state Y ZY IIj i.
B. A [[7; 1; 3]] code
By adapting a classical Hamming code, Steane produced a [[7; 1; 3]] quantum code [9]. It can be viewed as a


































This code has its origin as a self dual Hamming code, so it corrects X and Z errors separately. For this reason, it
is possible to dene the error correcting function  so that it corrects X qubit errors and Z qubit errors on distinct
qubits simultaneously. This denes  completely and every error syndrome corresponds to an error aecting at most









(0) = 1; f
S
7



























(7) = 0: (30)




(4) 6= 0, so we consider an example showing how it may happen that Steane's one qubit code could
correct errors aecting four of the seven qubits.
e. Example Suppose that an error aecting qubits 1; 3; 5; and 7 occurs and that a syndrome of (000111) is




= fXIXIXII; IIIIIIX; Y IY IY IZ; ZIY IZIY g: (31)












: After measuring the observables g
1
; : : : ; g
6
, an arbitrary error aecting qubits 1; 3; 5;
and 7, is projected to a linear combination of the four elements of G
f1;3;5;7g
(000111)
: One checks that (000111) = IIIIIIX
(a bit ip on the seventh qubit produces a syndrome of (000111), and  is selected so that such an error is corrected).
We check
(000111) ÆXIXIXII = IIIIIIX ÆXIXIXII = XIXIXIX = g
3
2 S (32)
(000111) Æ IIIIIIX = IIIIIIX Æ IIIIIIX = IIIIIII 2 S (33)





(000111) Æ ZIZIZIY = IIIIIIX Æ ZIZIZIY = ZIZIZIZ = g
6
2 S: (35)
Thus, condition (17) is satised for G
f1;3;5;7g
(000111)










. So, it is more likely for jfmgj = 4 that G
fmg

will not satisfy the condition
(17). For instance, one can check that IIXXIII 2 G
f1;2;3;4g
(000111)
and (000111) Æ IIXXIII = IIXXIIX ==2 S. Also,
one has IIIIXIX 2 G
f1;3;5;7g
(000010)








C. A [[9; 1; 3]] code
The rst quantum error correcting code was constructed in 1995 by Shor [8]. It is a [[9:1:3]] stabilizer code



































This code was constructed to correct any error on a single qubit and one should select the error correcting function
 in line with this intention. However, this does not completely determine . We used a computer program to search




























(t) = 0; t > 4: (37)
D. Comparison plot
Suppose that the probability of an error occuring on a given qubit is p and that errors occur independently. Then



















The plots of h
S


























As one can see, the eectiveness of these codes has an interesting dependence on p when errors on multiple qubits






(p) cross near p  :138.
8IV. SYNDROME QUALITY
Presumably, one will not know which qubits, or even how many, have undergone an error within a quantum
computer. The only accessible information about possible errors will be the measured syndrome, and not all error
syndromes should be treated equally. For example, in the Shor code, if the error syndrome (01010111) is measured,




probability that error correction will succeed given that the error syndrome  is measured. An actual implementation
of a code should contain classical subroutines between the detection/correction phases to abort if a particularly low
syndrome quality is encountered. It is certainly better to know that qubits should be discarded, than it is to receive
junk and believe it to be pristine.
Consider the probability that the code will correct an error aecting t qubits if the syndrome  is measured. One
simply counts, for a given , the number of sets fmg with jfmgj = t for which G
fmg

satises condition (17). It
would be diÆcult to summarize this information in a table since there are 2
r
distinct . However, for the three codes
discussed, the values vary only as  varies among a small number of sets. We give the results.
In the table below, the rst number in each column is the probability that the [[5; 1; 3]] code will correct an error
aecting t qubits after the syndrome  is measured. The second number is the probability that if an error aects t
qubits, that the syndrome  will be measured.
syndrome t = 0 t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 t = 4 t = 5
































Now let us consider the [[7; 3; 1]] code. The sixty-four distinct vectors  2 F
6
2
fall into the following three sets:
A = f(000000)g; (40)
B = f(000001); (000010); (000100); (000011); (000101); (000110); (000111);
(001001); (010010); (100100); (101101); (011011); (110110); (111111); (41)




n (A [B): (42)
Again, the rst number in each column is the probability that the [[5; 1; 3]] code will correct an error aecting t
qubits after the syndrome  is measured. The second number is the probability that if an error aects t qubits, that
the syndrome  will be measured.
syndrome t = 0 t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 t = 4 t = 5 t = 6 t = 7






































































One can conclude from this data that if one measures a syndrome of, say (110011) 2 C, then the error correction
will most likely fail.
We also computed the probabilities that Shor's code will correct an error aecting t qubits after the syndrome  is
measured. We omit the results, but mention that these probabilities are constant for error syndromes lying in each
of six dierent sets.
V. CONCLUSION
Even in a classical [n; k; d] code, there are circumstances when t bitips can be corrected when 2t  d: However,
for quantum codes the situation is made more interesting by the probabilistic quantum measurement. Finer analysis
beyond noting the invariants n, k, and d, may be necessary to accurately judge the eectiveness of the code. As
illustrated here, whether the nine qubit code or the smaller seven qubit code is better depends on the value of p in
the error model.
During the actual implementation of the code, one should consider the syndrome quality. In advance, a tolerable
threshold for syndrome quality can be chosen. Then, once a syndrome is measured, a lookup can be performed to
9determine if the error correction procedure will succeed with a probability less than the tolerable threshold. If not,
the error correction is aborted. This kind of distillation may have many applications. It is feasible, for instance, that
the accuracy threshold for fault tolerant computing could be lowered by considering probabilistic error correction,
and could be lowered further by accounting for syndrome quality, at a negligible resource cost.
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